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Controlling the Apparent Inertia of
Passive Human-Interactive
Robots
Passive robotic devices may exhibit a spatially varying apparent inertia perceptible to a
human user. The apparent inertia is the projection of the inertia matrix onto the instantaneous direction of motion. The spatial variation is due to the configuration dependence
of the inertia matrix and relevant to many passive mechanisms, including programmable
constraint machines or “cobots,” which use low-power steering actuators to choose the
direction of motion. We develop two techniques for controlling the apparent inertia in
cobots to emulate the desired inertial properties of a virtual object or mechanism. The
first is a path-limiting method, which constraints the cobot to steer along certain paths
where the apparent inertia and desired inertia are equivalent. The second uses a lowpower actuator to control the apparent inertia by driving the device along its direction of
motion. We illustrate these ideas for a two-link cobot we have built for experiments in
human motor control and rehabilitation. For the actuated control method, we show that
the power actuator can be relatively low power compared to the actuators of a traditional
robot performing similar tasks. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.2168165兴
Keywords: inertia ellipse, apparent inertia, passive robot, cobot, effective mass

1

Introduction

When a human user interacts with a passive manipulandum, or
more generally with a robot that is less than fully actuated, the
natural dynamic properties of the mechanism will be apparent to
the user. This is a problem if the purpose of the robot is to emulate
a virtual object or mechanism; the illusion that the user is manipulating the virtual mechanism will be broken when the experienced
inertia of the robot differs from the expected inertia of the virtual
mechanism.
This paper studies the experienced dynamic properties of such
mechanisms and describes passive and active approaches to controlling these dynamic properties. This work is motivated by our
work on cobots. Cobots are passive, human-interactive robots that
use mechanical rolling contacts to implement smooth constraint
surfaces 关1兴. We have explored cobots as haptic interfaces to virtual environments 关2兴, as assistive devices for material handling
关3兴, as manipulanda for teleoperation 关4兴, and as tools for the
exploration of human motion control under motion constraint 关5兴.
The operating principle of cobots is to use computer-controlled
CVTs 共continuously variable transmissions兲 to produce highquality rolling constraints. In some cases, the CVT is no more
than a steered rolling wheel 关1兴. In other cases, the CVT may be a
complex mechanism 关4,6兴. Many designs have been explored for
cobots of diverse workspace dimensionalities, sizes, and other requirements 关4,7–9兴.
Although computer steering determines the path of a cobot endpoint 共e.g., handle兲 through the cobot’s workspace, the computer
has no authority over the speed of the endpoint along that path.
The speed of the endpoint is determined by the external forces
共including those applied by the user and by the environment, e.g.,
gravity兲 and the inherent dynamics of the cobot itself. This means
that cobots are passive devices, incapable of transmitting power to
the user.
In some applications, the goal is to provide the user with the
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convincing feeling that he is manipulating a virtual mechanism,
such as a rigid body, along a smooth, stiff constraint. Although the
mechanical rolling contacts provide convincing constraint surfaces, the inertial properties of the actual robot mechanism will
usually differ from those of the desired virtual mechanism. The
key point is that the projection of the cobot’s inertia matrix in the
direction of motion varies as a function of the configuration 共indicated in the inertia matrix, M共q兲兲 and a unit tangent vector T
共according to an appropriately chosen metric兲
mapp = TTM共q兲T.

共1兲

We call this projected inertia, mapp, the apparent inertia along the
path, and the apparent inertia of the cobot is the only inertial
property of the cobot that the user can sense at any instant.
The goal of this paper is to propose and analyze techniques for
controlling the apparent inertia of a cobot. The unicycle two-link
arm 共UTLA兲 cobot 共shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in Sec. 3兲 is
used as a concrete example to demonstrate the concepts outlined
in this paper.
We have explored two techniques for controlling the apparent
inertia of a cobot:
1. Path Limiting. Limit the cobot to follow only certain paths
in space. This technique reduces the number of degrees of
freedom available to the cobot, but allows the cobot to passively control the apparent inertia felt by the user. If the
cobot is redundant with respect to the task freedoms it must
emulate, then the constraint on the cobot’s motion may only
affect internal degrees of freedom and not be apparent to the
user. 共Controlling effective inertia by manipulating internal
degrees of freedom was also explored in 关10兴 to minimize
damage in a collision between a robot and its surroundings.兲
The degree to which the apparent inertia can be controlled is
limited by the geometry and mass of the cobot.
2. Low-Power Actuation. Power the cobot along its direction of
motion, but continue to use CVTs to implement constraint
surfaces. The addition of an actuator provides the cobot with
the ability to directly control the sensations felt by a user
along the direction of motion. A benefit of this technique is
that the cobot is not limited to certain paths in the workspace
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Fig. 1 The unicycle two-link arm „UTLA… cobot is a two-degree-of-freedom haptic device used
to display high-quality, software-defined constraints over a workspace large enough for the full
motion of a user’s arm

and can explore most of the workspace 共except near singularities兲. It is important to note that the additional actuator
requires very little power to perform its function because the
constraint surfaces are still passively enforced by frictional
rolling constraints. The addition of this actuator does, however, mean that the cobot is no longer a purely passive
device.
We should mention that the term “apparent inertia” has been
used by others, often referencing techniques for varying the perceived inertia of a haptic interface or telemanipulator. For instance, Lee and Li 关11,12兴 developed a control technique for a
fully actuated conventional teleoperation robot to satisfy passivity
and to give the robot desired inertial properties. We use apparent
inertia in a more restrictive sense to mean the inertia perceived
along a cobot’s instantaneously available motion freedom.
In Sec. 2, we describe the general framework for controlling the
apparent inertia of cobots and introduce the two control techniques. As an example application, in Sec. 3 we describe the
UTLA cobot, a 2R cobot built for experiments in human arm
motor control and rehabilitation. Users of the device expect it to
feel similar to a point mass at the handle and are surprised by the
varying apparent inertia. Thus, the goal of apparent inertia control
for this device is to make it feel like a point mass. Section 4
describes the path-limiting method as applied to the UTLA and
shows example paths that passively satisfy constant apparent inertia. Section 5 discusses the power requirements needed of a
power actuator for extending the UTLA’s capability to emulate
desired apparent inertias. We conclude in Sec. 6.
We do not discuss implementations of the path-limiting controller and the low-power actuation controller in this paper. Path controllers have been described extensively in previous publications,
and the UTLA does not currently possess a power actuator. Active
control of apparent inertia is a challenging control problem, for
cobots or conventional robots; see, for example, 关12兴. This paper
also does not discuss simulation of the dynamics of the virtual
mechanism being emulated; see, for example, 关13兴.

2

Problem Formulation

Let q 苸 Rn be a vector of generalized coordinates of the cobot
mechanism, x 苸 Rm be a vector of task space coordinates for the
virtual object or mechanism we wish to emulate, and x = f共q兲 be
the kinematic mapping from cobot coordinates to task space coordinates. We assume n 艌 m; the cobot must have at least as many
degrees of freedom as the virtual mechanism to successfully emulate it. The inertia matrix of the cobot mechanism is M共q兲 and the
desired inertia of the virtual mechanism is M v共x兲.
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Let q关s共t兲兴 be the path taken by the cobot as the user manipulates it, where s is a path parameter. The velocity of the cobot can
be expressed as q̇ = 共dq / ds兲ṡ = Tṡ, where T is the spatial path tangent. To provide the user with the convincing feeling that she is
manipulating the virtual mechanism, the kinetic energy of the cobot must be equivalent to the expected kinetic energy of the virtual mechanism. 共We neglect gravitational forces for the purposes
of this paper.兲 This can be expressed as
1 T
q̇ M共q兲q̇
2
1
= ẋTM v共x兲ẋ
2
TTM共q兲T =

冉 冊
dx
ds

T

M v共x兲

冉 冊

dx
 f dq
=
ds
q ds

T

M v共x兲

冉 冊
 f dq
q ds

= TTJTM vJT = TTM̃T
where J is the Jacobian of the kinematic mapping and M̃
= JTM vJ is the desired inertia of the emulated mechanism in cobot
generalized coordinates.
For this relationship to be satisfied at all times, the derivatives
of the left- and right-hand sides with respect to s must be equivalent at all times. Using primes to indicate differentiation with respect to s, this condition can be written 共after rearranging兲
2TT共M − M̃兲 = TT共M̃ ⬘ − M ⬘兲T
where  = T⬘ = d2q / ds2 is the curvature of the cobot path. This
equation can be written equivalently in terms of derivatives with
respect to time
˙
2q̇T共M − M̃兲q̈ = q̇T共M̃ − Ṁ兲q̇
where
q̈ = M −1共q兲关user + cobot − C共q,q̇兲q̇兴
are the dynamics of the cobot, user are external forces provided
by the user, and cobot are any active forces applied by the cobot.
We will explore two ways to satisfy these equivalent conditions. The first, the passive path-limiting method, steers the cobot’s joints so that the curvature of the path  satisfies the first
condition. The second, the low-power actuation method, modifies
the apparent inertia by the use of active forces cobot, thereby
modifying q̈.
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2.1 Path Limiting. In the path-limiting control mode, the cobot steering actuators choose any path curvature  苸 Rn satisfying
the condition 2TT共M − M̃兲 = TT共M̃ ⬘ − M ⬘兲T. All other terms in the
equation are given by the current position and tangent direction of
the cobot. This equation specifies one constraint on , leaving an
共n − 1兲-dimensional space of steering controls on the cobot consisting of any particular solution to the equation plus any element
of the null space of 共TT共M − M̃兲兲. If the dimensions of the task
space and the cobot’s configuration space are equal 共m = n兲, this
constraint manifests itself as a constraint on the possible paths that
can be convincingly emulated. If the cobot is redundant 共n ⬎ m兲,
however, the extra internal degrees of freedom of the cobot can be
steered to maintain the desired apparent inertia along any path 共up
to inequality constraints and/or singularities due to the mass and
geometry of the cobot兲.
In Sec. 4 the path-limiting method is applied to the UTLA to
derive isomass contours: paths along which the apparent inertia is
unchanging.
2.2 Low-Power Actuation. As the cobot is emulating a passive virtual mechanism, the user expects that work done on the
virtual mechanism will result in a particular acceleration of the
virtual mechanism. If the cobot is both passive and nonredundant,
however, the acceleration felt by the user will not correspond to
the expected acceleration—the apparent inertia will not equal the
expected inertia. One solution to this problem is to provide the
共otherwise passive兲 cobot with a single small power actuator. The
control algorithm senses the forces user applied by the user and
solves the single equation for the necessary torque to the power
actuator cobot. Additional feedback and feed-forward terms can be
added to this nominal torque to track the desired inertia with
greater precision in the presence of force sensor noise and controlloop bandwidth limitations. In Sec. 5, we simply look at the power
requirements on the power actuator of the UTLA to emulate various point masses.

3

UTLA and Virtual Paths

3.1 Device Motivation. The unicycle two-link arm 共UTLA兲
cobot was developed as a research tool for arm-motion studies,
such as those involving human-constraint interactions and the rehabilitation of stroke patients.
In order to be useful in both of these applications, the UTLA
needed to satisfy a number of constraints. The cobot had to be
able to operate in the horizontal plane 共so that gravity would not
play a role兲 and had to be able to render virtual paths over a
two-dimensional workspace large enough for the full motion of a
user’s arm. It was also desirable that the cobot have low inertia
and little friction.
Based on these specifications, the UTLA was designed and built
by Yambay Valiente 关5兴.
3.2 Device Specifications. The UTLA, illustrated in Fig. 1, is
a two-degree-of-freedom cobot that consists of two links and two
rotational joints connected to a fixed reference frame. Located at
the end of the second link is a handle and a force sensor 共located
beneath the handle兲. The crucial steerable CVT used for cobot
control is a simple wheel.
The UTLA is spring loaded at the elbow to apply a constant
preload to the wheel. Friction between the table and the wheel
prevents motion in directions perpendicular to the wheel’s rolling
direction. The wheel, which is steered via a traction drive by a
motor, acts as a translational continuously variable transmission,
controlling the direction of motion that the cobot endpoint can
move in the xy plane. There are no other motors.
The UTLA has three encoders—one at each of the two rotational joints, and an additional one above the wheel to monitor its
steering angle. By controlling the steering angle of the CVT 共or its
46 / Vol. 128, MARCH 2006

time derivative兲, the endpoint of the UTLA can be constrained to
any desired path. This provides the UTLA with the ability to generate virtual paths through its workspace.
˙ , based
The UTLA controls the steering velocity of its CVT, 
on the properties of a software-defined path

˙ = 共vCVT ⫻ CVT兲 · k̂

共2兲

where vCVT is the translational velocity of the CVT 共as measured
by the joint encoders兲, CVT is the software-defined curvature of
the path at the CVT 共including feedforward and feedback control
terms兲, and k̂ is a unit vector normal to the xy plane in which the
cobot operates. See 关14兴 for more details about the implementation of a virtual path controller for the UTLA. Additional information about UTLA 共including videos兲 may be found on the Web
关15兴.
3.3 Varying Apparent Inertia. After the path controller had
been implemented on the UTLA, a number of paths were tested
and it became apparent that the nonlinear dynamics of the cobot
were being felt by the user. For example, when the cobot endpoint
is constrained to a circular path, as illustrated in Fig. 2 users report
that the cobot seems to be “rising and falling” as it traverses the
path.
The cobot is not actually rising and falling, however. The sensation corresponds to an increase and decrease in the speed of the
cobot endpoint, which users interpreted as being due to variations
in surface height, even though the surface is flat.
This problem is not specific to the UTLA. Any passive device
with a configuration-dependent apparent inertia will experience
these types of effects. For example, rehabilitation devices, such as
the three-degree-of-freedom 共3-DOF兲 mechanism in 关16兴 and the
passive balance mechanism presented in 关17兴, will both experience variations in their apparent inertia as they move through their
configuration spaces.
The change in speed felt by the user can be explained intuitively. Since the UTLA has no mechanism for storing energy, all
energy associated with it is kinetic. Since it moves freely along its
constrained path with very low friction, users apply very little
force to the endpoint. The kinetic energy of the cobot is approximately constant as the user gently pushes it around the circular
path. Note, however, that there are two places on the circle where
link 1 must come to a stop and reverse its direction of motion 共see
Fig. 3兲. As link 1 stops, all of the kinetic energy must transfer to
link 2. This results in an increase in angular velocity of link 2 and,
therefore, an increase in speed of the endpoint. The user interprets
this speeding up as if it was caused by a low point on the rolling
surface.
To make the UTLA appear to the user as a point mass, we could
simply place a heavy mass at the handle, dominating the
configuration-dependent component of the inertia. This would require a very large mass, however, which is undesirable. For that
reason, we describe the path-limiting and low-power actuation
methods for the UTLA.

4

Path Limiting

4.1 Isomass Contours Defined. Based on the example in
Sec. 3, it is apparent that there are paths for which the nonlinear
dynamics of the cobot are felt by a user. Such sensations would be
a distraction in the study of human-constraint interaction or stroke
rehabilitation. There are, however, special paths along which the
cobot feels like it has a constant mass. We refer to such paths as
isomass contours.
4.2 Dynamics of the UTLA. To implement isomass contours
on the real cobot, we use a full dynamic model of the cobot
consisting of four mass parameters 共two masses and two inertias
of the two links兲. To simplify the equations in the derivation of the
isomass contours, however, we adopt a two-parameter model that
lumps the mass of each link at its distal endpoint. These lumped
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 2 The motion of the cobot is unintuitive to a user when following
certain virtual paths. When the endpoint moves around a circular path, for
example, it feels as if it is rising and falling. These effects are the result of
the apparent inertia varying.

point masses have been chosen so that the inertia of the simplified
model near the center of the workspace is very similar to the
inertia of our more complete model, using mass distributions from
a CAD model. Figure 2 illustrates this model of the UTLA, where
L1 = 0.652 m, L2 = 0.794 m, m1 = 4.72 kg, and m2 = 1.57 kg. Qualitatively, the isomass contours for the two models are the same, but
the simplified model allows us to demonstrate the main ideas behind the path-limiting method without unnecessarily cumbersome
equations.
The configuration of the cobot can be specified by the 共x , y兲
coordinates, with the UTLA cobot always in a right-handed configuration. The equations of motion of the UTLA—expressed in
Cartesian coordinates q = 共x , y兲 at the endpoint for convenience—
can be written

M共兲 =

冤

4.3 Apparent Inertia. In Sec. 1, we defined the apparent inertia as the projection of the inertia matrix onto the direction of
motion

where the inertia matrix of the UTLA, expressed in the joint
angles 1 and 2 as defined in Fig. 2, is

m1 sin关2共1 + 2兲兴
2 sin2共2兲

m1 + m2 − m2 cos共22兲 − m1 cos关2共1 + 2兲兴
2 sin2共2兲

冋 册
cos共兲
sin共兲

共6兲

and  is the angle between the direction of motion of the wheel
and the x-axis. Thus, the apparent inertia of the UTLA can be
computed as
m1 + m2 − m2 cos共22兲 + m1 cos关2共1 + 2 − 兲兴
sin2共2兲

共7兲
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共4兲

mapp = TTM共q兲T

m1 sin关2共1 + 2兲兴
2 sin2共2兲

T=

共3兲

where  is the force vector applied at the endpoint, M共q兲 is the
inertia matrix in terms of the endpoint coordinates, q̈ is the acceleration of the endpoint, and C共q , q̇兲q̇ is a vector containing centrifugal and Coriolis terms.

m1 + m2 − m2 cos共22兲 + m1 cos关2共1 + 2兲兴
2 sin2共2兲

The unit vector in the direction of motion by the 共Euclidean兲
kinetic energy metric associated with our desired virtual object 共a
point mass兲 is

mapp =

 = M共q兲q̈ + C共q,q̇兲q̇

冥

共5兲

Inspection of 共7兲 reveals that it is possible to determine the
direction of motion  of the minimum and the maximum apparent
inertia, for a given configuration 共1 and 2 are dictated by the
configuration q兲. The minimum occurs when the fourth term in
共7兲, m1 cos关2共1 + 2 − 兲兴, is smallest, and maximum when this
term is greatest.
Therefore, the direction of motion for the minimum apparent
inertia corresponds to  = 1 + 2 −  / 2, which is always perpendicular to link 2 and corresponds only to rotations about the elbow
joint. The direction of motion for the maximum apparent inertia
corresponds to  = 1 + 2, which is always parallel to link 2 and,
therefore, perpendicular to the direction of motion for the minimum apparent inertia.
Figure 4 illustrates the apparent inertia of the UTLA as a funcMARCH 2006, Vol. 128 / 47

Fig. 3 The apparent inertia of the cobot varies between 3 kg and 15 kg as a
circle is traversed. The radius of the circle shown is 20 cm.

tion of 2 and . Note that the shoulder joint angle 1 is fixed at
zero. The plot of apparent inertia for any other shoulder angle 1
is identical with the  axis replaced by  − 1. Also note that the
plot does not extend to the workspace boundaries, where the apparent inertia of the UTLA goes to infinity.
4.4 Inertia Ellipses. Figure 5 illustrates the apparent inertia
in terms of another, perhaps more familiar, representation: an inertia ellipse 关18–20兴. In this representation, the size of the ellipse
in any direction is inversely proportional to the square root of the
apparent inertia in that direction. Thus, the major axis of the inertia ellipse corresponds to the direction of minimum apparent
inertia and the minor axis to the direction of maximum apparent
inertia. The inertia ellipse at any given configuration represents
the velocity vectors that result in the same kinetic energy.
Using this representation, it is possible to graphically determine
the directions of motion that have a particular apparent inertia by
intersecting the inertia ellipse of the cobot with the inertia ellipse
of the virtual mechanism. In our case, the virtual mechanism is a
point mass, which has a circular inertia ellipse. Figure 6 illustrates
48 / Vol. 128, MARCH 2006

the endpoint of the cobot and its associated inertia ellipse. A
dashed circle is used to illustrate the inertia ellipse for a point
mass, and arrows are used to indicate the directions along which
the cobot endpoint feels identical to the point mass.
4.5 Isomass Contours Analyzed. The concepts above set the
stage for how to generate an isomass contour. Given a configuration, we can determine the directions of motion in which the apparent inertia of the cobot matches that of the point mass. This can
be accomplished by solving for  in 共7兲. The computed configuration and directions of motion can then be used as a starting point
from which we can numerically generate the isomass contours.
In order to generate smooth isomass contours, we must also
determine the rate of change of the direction of motion along
which the apparent inertia is invariant. If we know the rate of
change of the direction of motion, we can numerically integrate it
to compute each adjacent point on the isomass contour from a
starting configuration.
It is possible to solve for the rate of change of the direction of
motion, d / ds, along which the apparent inertia is invariant by
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 4 A three-dimensional plot of the apparent inertia „in kilograms… of the simplified UTLA model is shown as a function of the second joint angle „2… and the
angle of motion „… of the endpoint. The shoulder joint angle „1… has no affect on
the apparent inertia „it only shifts the values… and, thus, is excluded from
consideration.

setting the derivative of the apparent inertia, dmapp / ds, with respect to path parameter s, to zero. In the case of the UTLA, the
rate of change of direction of motion, d / ds, is

冋

cos共1 − 兲
d d1 d2
=
+
ds
ds
ds sin共2兲sin共1 + 2 − 兲

册

共8兲

We can numerically integrate this differential equation to find
isomass contours starting from a given initial configuration and
with a given apparent inertia.
Figure 7 illustrates a pair of isomass contours numerically computed using this technique. In this example, the apparent inertia
along the iso-mass contours is mapp = 3.30 kg. The four branches
that extend away from the starting configuration correspond to the
directions in which the apparent inertia feels like a 3.30 kg point
mass 共i.e., the directions in which the inertia ellipse intersects the
point mass circle兲.
We see that three ends of the two isomass contours terminate at
the workspace boundaries 共indicated by the large and small
dashed circles兲. The fourth branch, however, does not. It instead
spirals toward a limit cycle circle centered at the shoulder joint. It
is worth noting that there exist sections of the contours that are

Fig. 5 The long axis of the inertia ellipse corresponds to a
direction of low apparent inertia, and the short axis corresponds to a direction of high apparent inertia
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approximately straight lines through the workspace. Such contours have potential for utility in human-constraint interaction
studies, where movement along a straight line is of interest 关21兴.
Also illustrated in Fig. 7 is the inertia ellipse for the starting
configuration 共x = −1.027 m, y = 0.0 m兲. For the sake of comparison, an additional inertia ellipse is illustrated for a different starting configuration. The inertia ellipses for both configurations are
drawn with their diameters tangent to the path indicated by the
two double-headed arrows. Despite the differences in the shapes

Fig. 6 The intersection of the inertia ellipse of the cobot with
the inertia ellipse of a point mass „i.e., a circle… can be used to
determine the directions of motion in which the cobot will feel
like the point mass. These directions are indicated by the arrows. Note that the cobot cannot emulate masses that are too
large „small inertia circles… or too small „large inertia circles….
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used to steer the CVT, and the calculations below illustrate that an
80 W motor could be used to control the dynamics of the UTLA
over most of its workspace.
If we think in terms of kinetic energy, the additional motor
serves to add energy to the system when the apparent inertia of the
UTLA is greater than that of the point mass and subtract kinetic
energy when the apparent inertia is less than that of the point
mass. The addition of energy would cause the UTLA to accelerate,
whereas the removal of energy would cause the UTLA to
decelerate.
It should be noted that the goal of this section is to demonstrate
the feasibility of using two low-power actuators 共one to control
the nonholonomic constraint and one to control the dynamics兲
rather than two large actuators. In this section, we do not discuss
the implementation of a low-power actuation controller as we
have not implemented such a controller on the UTLA 共the UTLA
does not currently posses a power actuator兲. However, path controllers have been described extensively in previous publications.
5.1 Maximum Motor Power. In order to determine the maximum power the motor requires to operate over the entire workspace, we need to determine how much torque the motor must
apply and how fast the motor must rotate. When considered in the
workspace, the power can be computed as follows:
Fig. 7 The UTLA cobot is shown with two different inertia ellipses for two different configurations. The diameter of both
ellipses tangent to the isomass contour are the same length, as
indicated by the two double-headed arrows. A set of isomass
contours is illustrated with the UTLA positioned in a starting
configuration for an apparent inertia of mapp = 3.30 kg. Note that
three ends of the two contours terminate at the boundaries of
the workspace, while the fourth one spirals toward a limit cycle
circle centered at the shoulder.

Pmotor = cobot · vwheel

cobot + user = 兵关M共兲q̈ + C共, ˙ 兲˙ 兴 · T其T
of the inertia ellipses, the lengths of the diameters along the path
are the same, which is indicative of the fact that the path has a
constant apparent inertia.
4.6 Summary of Path-Limiting Technique. We have presented a technique for generating isomass contours for the UTLA
cobot. Although this example is specific to the UTLA cobot, the
general technique presented in Sec. 2 can be used to control the
apparent inertia of any cobot throughout its workspace. If the
cobot is redundant, the steering constraint may not be observable
to the user; it may only affect internal degrees of freedom, allowing the exploration of arbitrary paths. An alternative technique,
which requires an additional power motor, discussed next, allows
a nonredundant cobot to emulate arbitrary inertias over large portions of its workspace.

5

Low-Power Actuation

If we attach a driving motor to the UTLA’s wheel, allowing the
cobot to drive itself forward and backward, we can directly control the apparent inertia of the device along arbitrary paths. In this
section, we calculate the power that such a motor would require
for typical interaction tasks. The result is a relatively low-power
motor.
In order for a comparable fully powered manipulandum to control its dynamics and implement constraints over as large a workspace as the UTLA, it must be equipped with very large actuators.
For example, the manipulandum described in 关22兴 uses two 3 KW
motors 共PMI Motion Technologies, Model No. JR24M4CH兲 to
implement constraints and manipulate the dynamics of a patient’s
hand and arm. In contrast, the UTLA, with the addition of a power
motor, could perform comparable tasks with motors more than an
order of magnitude smaller in power: a 70 W motor 共an AllenBradley Y-1002-1 motor and 2098-DSD-005 drive兲 is currently
50 / Vol. 128, MARCH 2006

共9兲

where Pmotor is the power of the motor, cobot is the task space
force applied by the motor through the wheel in the direction of
motion, and vwheel is the velocity vector along which the wheel is
translating in the direction of motion.
With the addition of the motor to the UTLA, there are two force
sources: the user and the motor. The equation of motion for the
UTLA with a motor is
共10兲

where user is the user applied force in the direction of motion,
M共兲 is the inertia matrix, q̈ is the acceleration vector of the
endpoint, T is a vector indicating the direction of motion, and
C共 , ˙ 兲˙ is a vector containing centrifugal and Coriolis terms in
the q coordinates. C共 , ˙ 兲˙ for the UTLA is

C共, ˙ 兲˙ =

冤

m1 cos共1 + 2兲关L1 cos共2兲˙ 21 + L2共˙ 1 + ˙ 2兲2兴
sin2共2兲
m1 sin共1 + 2兲关L1 cos共2兲˙ 21 + L2共˙ 1 + ˙ 2兲2兴
sin2共2兲

冥

共11兲

Since a user interacting with the UTLA expects to feel a point
mass, user can be expressed as

user = 共m ptq̈ pt · T兲T

共12兲

where m pt is the point mass the user expects to interact with and
q̈ pt is the acceleration the user expects to undergo when moving
the point mass. Substituting 共12兲 into 共10兲 provides us with an
equation for the force that the motor must apply,

cobot = 兵关M共兲q̈ pt + C共, ˙ 兲˙ − m ptq̈ pt兴 · T其T

共13兲

Using Eq. 共13兲, it is possible to numerically compute the power
for every direction of motion, at every configuration. Since the
configurations of the endpoint at the same radial distance will
have the same maximum power, we need only compute the maximum power for all radial distances of the endpoint.
In order to compute the power at a given configuration and
given direction, we must assign a few parameters. We must know
how much force a user is likely to apply and how fast a user is
likely to move their hand. Experimenting with the UTLA indicated that users are unlikely to move their hands faster than
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 8 Numerically computed maximum power for a wide
range of point mass values for every configuration

1.5 m / s or apply forces greater than 60 N. These values are for
healthy subjects and provide a fairly liberal calculation for a motor power.
The only remaining parameter to assign is the size of the point
mass with which we want the user to interact. This parameter has
a significant effect on the maximum motor power.
Figure 8 shows the power requirements for different point
masses. Emulating a small point mass, 1 kg for example, requires
a very powerful motor. Even limiting the endpoint to a radial
distance between 0.7 m and 1.2 m, an 800 W motor would be
required. The power is necessary to overcome the actual inertia of
the UTLA and make it accelerate as quickly as a 1 kg point mass
would.
At the other extreme, emulating a mass of 100 kg would allow
the UTLA to operate over most of its workspace using a motor
smaller than 250 W. The downside to emulating such a large mass

Fig. 9 Numerically computed maximum power for a smaller
range of point mass values for every configuration

is that the cobot would be unresponsive to user input. The mass
we would most likely emulate is between these two extremes: a
point mass with low power requirements, but that is still responsive to user input.
Figure 9 shows power requirements over a smaller range of
point masses. This range of point masses provides us with some
reasonable options for both motor power and workspace coverage.
If we emulate a point mass of 8 kg, for example, we can explore
the workspace from a radius of 0.53 m to 1.27 m using an 80 W
motor. This very large workspace 共0.7 m2兲 is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The physical boundaries 共edges of the table兲 are illustrated on the
top, bottom, and right sides. Additionally, the radial boundaries
are shown as solid circular arcs. The singularities are illustrated as
dotted arcs.
The figures in this section assume zero mass for the power

Fig. 10 Using an 80 W motor, the UTLA can emulate an 8 kg mass over a very
large workspace „0.7 m2…. The boundaries of the workspace are physically limited by the table edges on the top, bottom, and right side.
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motor. Nonzero mass would change the plots somewhat, making
the most power-efficient mass to emulate a somewhat larger value.
5.2 Summary of Low-Power Actuation Technique. The low
inertia, stiffness, and friction of the UTLA in the direction of
motion means it is possible to use a small motor to modify the
dynamics of the UTLA. Additionally, the CVT used to passively
implement stiff constraint surfaces requires a very small motor to
steer the wheel. This means that the UTLA with two low-power
motors 共one for steering, one for modifying the apparent inertia兲
should be able to perform the same functions as a comparable
manipulandum which requires two massive motors. The result
could be a safer and cheaper manipulandum for human-robot interaction research.

6

Conclusion

We have presented two techniques for controlling the apparent
inertia of passive or “nearly passive” robotic mechanisms. These
techniques are particularly applicable to cobots, and they make
possible the development of very low-power, safe, and inexpensive manipulanda for human-robot interaction research.
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